
Figure 6: 95% CL contours as in figure 2 using EWWG defaults, all with mt′ = 500 GeV and

mν′ = 100 GeV. For the dotted and dash-dotted contours mb′ = 500 GeV while m`′−mν′ = 0

and 40 GeV respectively. The dashed contour is for the best fit model described in the text,

with mb′ = 475 GeV and m`′ −mν′ = 45 GeV. The solid contour, reproduced from figure 3,

is for mb′ = 484 GeV and m`′ −mν′ = 91 GeV.

affects the theoretical lower limit on mH , i.e., the parameter C discussed above, they could

be severely constrained or even entirely excluded by the theoretical limit.

The quark and lepton masses considered above were chosen because they yield good fits

for s34 = 0. We may then ask whether different masses might provide better fits for s34 6= 0.

Since the decrease in confidence level for increasing |s34| is a consequence of the associated

increase in T , it might seem that quark and lepton doublets with smaller mass splittings

could yield improved fits at large |s34| even if they are not favored at s34 = 0. We find

however that this strategy does not increase the upper limit on |s34| although it does change

the relationship between s34 and mH . The quark mass splitting used above, mt′ −mb′ = 16

GeV, results in a very small value of Ft′b′ , two orders of magnitude smaller than Ftb and

three orders of magnitude smaller than Ft′b for mt′ = 500 GeV, so that the resulting fits are

nearly identical to those with mt′ = mb′ . Thus the only possibility to pursue this strategy is

to reduce the lepton mass splitting from the 91 GeV value used in the fits presented above.

We illustrate this strategy with two models, taking mt′ = mb′ = 500 GeV, mν′ = 100
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